Radiation therapy and chemotherapy are commonly used treatments for head and neck cancer. RAD51 is a highly conserved DNA repair protein that serves a central function in the homologous recombination pathway. High levels of RAD51 protein expression have been reported in a number of human cancer cell lines, and studies suggest that RAD51 overexpression can increase cellular resistance to radiation and some chemotherapeutic drugs. In this study, RAD51 protein levels were quantified by immunohistochemistry in tumor samples from twelve head and neck cancer patients who received identical treatment with induction chemotherapy (paclitaxel and carboplatinum) followed by radiation therapy given concurrently with additional chemotherapy (paclitaxel, fluorouracil, hydroxyurea). Patients with high RAD51 protein levels in their pre-treatment tumor biopsies demonstrated poorer cancer-specific survival rates than patients with lower RAD51 levels (33.3% vs. 88.9% at 2 years; p=0.025). In addition, within a subgroup of patients with normal tumor cell p53 expression, there was a non-significant trend toward better induction chemotherapy response rates observed in the tumors with lower RAD51 protein levels. These results suggest that tumor cell RAD51 expression levels may influence the outcome of patients with head and neck cancer treated with chemotherapy and radiotherapy.

Introduction

RAD51 is a highly conserved well-characterized DNA repair protein that has a central role in the homologous recombination (HR) pathway. Prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells defective in HR are sensitive to DNA cross-linking agents and ionizing radiation (1-4). By contrast, up-regulation of HR can render cells more resistant to DNA damaging agents (5). Several studies have shown RAD51 protein expression levels to be elevated in immortalized cells and a wide variety of human cancer cell lines (6-8). A growing body of literature suggests that RAD51 overexpression can increase cellular resistance to radiation and some chemotherapeutic drugs (8-13). There are only a few studies that have investigated RAD51 expression levels in human tumors. These immunohistochemical (IHC) analyses demonstrated RAD51 overexpression in human breast, bladder, pancreatic, and lung tumors (13-18). A recent study of lung cancer patients reported poor prognoses for patients with tumors that strongly express RAD51 (18).

Epithelial cancers of the head and neck are frequently treated with radiotherapy and with chemotherapeutic agents that mediate cell killing by cross-linking DNA. Many proteins have been studied in order to identify markers that predict sensitivity or resistance to DNA damaging agents, although to date no single molecular marker can reliably predict response to radiotherapy or chemotherapy. A predictive biomarker would improve clinical treatment decisions, thereby allowing physicians to tailor the types, doses, and sequencing of therapies to specific patients. This approach may also help to eliminate potentially toxic therapies deemed to have low expected benefits.

In the present study, RAD51 protein expression was investigated in tumors from patients with epithelial cell cancers of the head and neck. All patients were identically treated with induction chemotherapy (paclitaxel and carboplatinum) followed by radiation therapy given concurrently with additional chemotherapy (paclitaxel, fluorouracil, hydroxyurea). Patients with high RAD51 levels in pre-treatment tumor biopsies experienced inferior survival compared to patients with lower RAD51 levels. In addition, within a subgroup of patients with normal tumor cell p53 expression, there was a trend toward better induction chemotherapy response rates observed in the tumors with lower RAD51 protein levels. These results suggest that tumor cell RAD51 expression levels may influence the outcome of patients with head and neck cancer treated with chemotherapy and radiotherapy.

Patients and methods

Records and tissue samples were retrospectively analyzed from twelve patients that had previously...
Table I. Clinical characteristics of patients and tumors.a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient no.</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Tumor stage</th>
<th>LN stage</th>
<th>FTV</th>
<th>RAD51 staining</th>
<th>p53 staining</th>
<th>PCNA staining</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>BOT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2c</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1+</td>
<td>Focal</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>SGL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>SGL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>SGL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>Larynx</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>Focal</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>SGL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2c</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Diffuse</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>BOT</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1+</td>
<td>Diffuse</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>Tonsil</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1+</td>
<td>Focal</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>FOM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2c</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>Diffuse</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>Tonsil</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>Focal</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>BOT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Diffuse</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aResponses to chemotherapy are reported as a fractional tumor volume (FTV), which is the volume of a reference lesion after chemotherapy divided by the pre-chemotherapy volume. BOT, base of tongue; PS, pyriform sinus; SGL, supraglottic larynx; LN, lymph node; FOM, floor of mouth; PCNA, proliferating cell nuclear antigen.

completed treatment for non-metastatic regionally advanced squamous cell carcinomas of the larynx, pharynx, or oral cavity. All patients had stage-IVA or -IVB disease, based on the current staging rules of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC). Treatments consisted of induction chemotherapy followed by concurrent chemoradiotherapy. The induction regimen consisted of 2 monthly cycles of paclitaxel (100 mg/m² on weeks 1, 2, and 3 of each cycle) and carboplatin induction regimen consisted of 2 monthly cycles of paclitaxel therapy followed by concomitant chemoradiotherapy. The Cancer (AJCC). Treatments consisted of induction chemotherapy consisting of paclitaxel, florouracil, hydroxyurea and hyperfractionated radiotherapy. This regimen has been previously described in detail (19).

All patients provided written informed consent for use of records and tissue for research purposes when enrolling on this treatment protocol. A separate protocol detailing the analysis via RAD51 staining was approved by the University of Chicago Institutional Review Board (IRB) and Cancer Trial Review Committee. The total number of patients treated according to the aforementioned clinical trial was considerably larger than the twelve analyzed in the current study. Because of potential ethical concerns surrounding the use of human tissue, only twelve subjects were selected for the present pilot IHC analysis. Patients were selected for inclusion based on clinically judged tumor response rates to the induction chemotherapy portion of treatment. Four patients were selected for each category of chemotherapy response: poor (progressive disease), intermediate (partial response), and excellent (near complete response). The clinical characteristics of the patients and tumors are detailed in Table I.

Immunohistochemical techniques. All tumor tissue was taken from archived pre-treatment paraffin-embedded biopsy specimens. IHC for RAD51 was performed using previously published methods and reagents (15) with some modifications. Microscope slides were prepared with 4 μm-thick sections, deparaffinized, and processed for antigen retrieval via microwave in a citrate buffer. Slides were then incubated with primary anti-RAD51 antibody (1:1,000; Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA) for 1 h, followed by a biotinylated secondary antibody, followed by streptavidin-peroxidase complex (Dako, Carpinteria, CA). Colored products were produced using a diaminobenzidine substrate. The intensity of staining (1+ to 3+) was scored for each slide by a board-certified oral pathologist (M.W. Lingen), who was blinded to all related clinical information, and was further quantified using a positive-stained cell index (PCI), which represents the portion of cells that are strongly stained. The scoring of cells was based on nuclear staining only, and PCI was calculated for each slide via manual counting of 200 randomly selected cells. For determination of cell proliferation, sections were microwaved in citrate buffer and incubated in a 1:1 dilution of PCNA antibody (Zymed, San Francisco, CA). For detection of p53 expression, sections were incubated with primary anti-p53 antibody (1:100; Labvision/Neomarkers, Fremont, CA) followed by a biotinylated secondary antibody, followed by streptavidin-peroxidase complex (Dako). Scoring of PCNA and p53 expression was performed as previously described (20).

Measurements of response. The tumor response rates were determined based only on the induction chemotherapy portion of treatment. Contrast-infused CT scans were performed before treatment and after the second cycle of chemotherapy. A reference tumor lesion (primary tumor or lymph node) was selected for measurement in each patient. Tumors that were amenable to clear and reproducible measurement on CT were selected as reference lesions. For example, diffusely infiltrating tumors in the tongue base can be difficult to clearly delineate, whereas encapsulated lymph nodes tend to be very suitable for measurement. Each reference lesion was contoured on a slice-by-slice basis, and tumor volume was calculated using the AcuSim software package (Siemens). Fractional tumor volume (FTV) was calculated based on post-chemotherapy reference
tumor volume divided by pre-chemotherapy reference tumor volume.

Statistical considerations. Statistical analyses were performed with the Stata 9.0 software package (College Station, TX). Fisher's exact test was used to test for relationships between RAD51 staining and other clinical/pathological variables. Linear regression analysis was performed to test for correlations between the continuous variable FTV and RAD51 staining (as PCI). Follow-up intervals were calculated from the date of diagnosis. Actuarial cancer-specific survival curves were calculated using the method of Kaplan-Meier and compared with the log-rank test.

Results

Head and neck tumor tissue was analyzed by IHC to determine the patterns and intensities of RAD51 staining (Table I and Fig. 1). The majority of RAD51 staining in tumors was nuclear, although some cytoplasmic staining was noted. RAD51 is a protein which executes its known function on DNA repair; therefore, we quantified nuclear staining only. Four tumors had intense (3+) staining, five had moderate (2+) staining, and three had low (1+) staining. In most specimens, the positively stained cells were distributed across the tumor tissue, although in one specimen the positive cells were clustered (Fig. 1F). To provide a finer range of results, the

Figure 1. High magnification staining patterns of RAD51 in squamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck. Representative images are displayed from specimens with low (1+) nuclear staining (A and B), moderate (2+) nuclear staining (C and D), and high (3+) nuclear staining (E and F). PCI, positive staining cell index.
Figure 2. Representative RAD51 staining patterns in normal human head and neck biopsies. IHC staining is shown in low magnification (left) and medium magnification (right).

Figure 3. Images of tumors from four representative patients. Reference tumors (pre- and post-chemotherapy) are represented in yellow, and are displayed in panels with laterally-oriented digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR) on the left and with axial CT images on the right.
slides were also scored with a positively-stained cell index (PCI), which was defined as the portion of cells with strong nuclear staining. The standard scoring method (1+ to 3+) and PCI method agreed well. Four specimens had intense PCI's (0.06-0.465), five had moderate PCI's (0.015-0.05), and three had a low PCI (0). By contrast, IHC analysis of tissue from a normal human oral mucosal biopsy showed nuclear staining, primarily of the basal cell layer and, to a lesser extent, of the nuclei throughout the stratified squamous layer (Fig. 2). The nuclei of some inflammatory cells with the sub-mucosal connective tissue also stained positively. The intense suprabasal staining pattern of normal mucosa looked similar to previously reported RAD51 staining in epidermal squamous epithelium (17).

Since RAD51 expression may be, in part, a function of tumor cell growth rate, the tissue was also tested via IHC for proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), a protein associated with DNA replication and repair. All of the tumor specimens exhibited equally strong staining for PCNA; therefore, the RAD51-related results appear to be, at least partially, independent of tumor proliferation rates. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that more subtle proliferative differences exist and are beyond our limits of detection with PCNA staining. Tumor tissue was also processed via IHC to detect tumor cell growth rate, the tissue was also tested via IHC for proliferation cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), a protein associated with DNA replication and repair. All of the tumor specimens exhibited equally strong staining for PCNA; therefore, the RAD51-related results appear to be, at least partially, independent of tumor proliferation rates. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that more subtle proliferative differences exist and are beyond our limits of detection with PCNA staining. Since RAD51 expression may be, in part, a function of tumor cell growth rate, the tissue was also tested via IHC for proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), a protein associated with DNA replication and repair. All of the tumor specimens exhibited equally strong staining for PCNA; therefore, the RAD51-related results appear to be, at least partially, independent of tumor proliferation rates. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that more subtle proliferative differences exist and are beyond our limits of detection with PCNA staining. Tumor tissue was also processed via IHC to detect tumor cell growth rate, the tissue was also tested via IHC for proliferation cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), a protein associated with DNA replication and repair. All of the tumor specimens exhibited equally strong staining for PCNA; therefore, the RAD51-related results appear to be, at least partially, independent of tumor proliferation rates. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that more subtle proliferative differences exist and are beyond our limits of detection with PCNA staining.

The IHC results were also compared with radiographic changes before and after induction chemotherapy. For this analysis, tumors with strong p53 staining have been censored. When high RAD51 staining was defined as PCI ≥ 0.1, inferior long-term cure rates in patients that have tumors with high RAD51 levels. This study also demonstrates a trend between RAD51 expression levels and resistance to platinum-based chemotherapy in tumors with normal p53 status.

Several studies have described RAD51 overexpression in other types of human cancer. Maacke and co-workers demonstrated that 66% (27 of 41) of human pancreatic adenocarcinomas overexpress RAD51. The percentage of RAD51 positive tumor cells ranged from 5% to 50%, depending on the specimen (13). This overexpression stimulates a B-cell response leading to RAD51-specific auto-antibodies found in the serum of 7% of patients with pancreatic tumors (25). Investigators at University of Arizona reported similar results, demonstrating RAD51 overexpression in 74.2% of human pancreatic tumor specimens. In fact, 12.9% of the tumors exhibited very strong staining (scored as 3+ or more). The high protein levels corresponded with elevated RAD51 mRNA levels, suggesting transcriptional up-regulation (15). High RAD51 expression levels have also been observed in invasive ductal breast tumors, relative to normal breast tissue (14,17). The percentage of RAD51-staining breast cancer cells was volume. When all patients were included in the analysis, no clear trends were noted between RAD51 staining and FTV results. After the tumors with strong diffuse p53 staining were censored, however, a trend was observed between RAD51 staining and FTV (Fig. 4). Given the small number of patients analyzed, this trend did not reach statistical significance (p=0.128). However, within this sub-group, it is interesting that the two strongest RAD51 expressers had very poor tumor responses to chemotherapy (FTV's of 1.04 and 0.808).

Discussion

This is the first study to evaluate tumor expression levels for RAD51 protein in human squamous cell cancers of the head and neck. It is also the first study to compare RAD51 tumor levels with rigorously quantified clinical outcomes in a population of patients that have comparable stages and identical treatments. Our results provide evidence of significantly inferior long-term cure rates in patients that have tumors with high RAD51 levels. This study also demonstrates a trend between RAD51 expression levels and resistance to platinum-based chemotherapy in tumors with normal p53 status.

The IHC results were also compared with radiographic changes before and after induction chemotherapy. For this analysis, tumors with strong p53 staining have been censored. When high RAD51 staining was defined as PCI ≥ 0.1, inferior actuarial cancer-specific survival rates were observed in the three patients with high PCI values compared to the nine patients with low PCI values (33.3% vs. 88.9% at 2 years; p=0.025 log-rank).

The IHC results were also compared with radiographic changes before and after induction chemotherapy. For this analysis, tumors with strong p53 staining have been censored. When high RAD51 staining was defined as PCI ≥ 0.1, inferior actuarial cancer-specific survival rates were observed in the three patients with high PCI values compared to the nine patients with low PCI values (33.3% vs. 88.9% at 2 years; p=0.025 log-rank). The high protein levels corresponded with elevated RAD51 mRNA levels, suggesting transcriptional up-regulation (15). High RAD51 expression levels have also been observed in invasive ductal breast tumors, relative to normal breast tissue (14,17). The percentage of RAD51-staining breast cancer cells was
as high as 68% in some tissue specimens. Interestingly, the intensity of RAD51 staining correlated significantly with histological tumor grade (14).

We speculate that RAD51 overexpression leads to inferior tumor control rates by increasing repair of treatment-induced DNA damage. Alternatively, the poor tumor responsiveness could be an indirect manifestation of the genetic instability associated with HR disregulation (16). Few other studies have explored the clinical significance of RAD51 expression levels in human tumors. A study with papillary bladder carcinomas described a correlation between RAD51 overexpression and tumor progression; however, the details of this study are yet to be published (16). Qiao et al recently reported RAD51 staining results from 383 patients with surgically resected non-small cell lung cancer. Patients with high tumor RAD51 staining (defined as PCI >0.1) had a relatively poor median survival, and this result remained statistically significant after controlling for other prognostic variables, such as stage and histological grade. This effect was more prominent in patients with squamous cancers relative to adenocarcinomas. Information about adjuvant therapies was not available to the investigators, so no conclusions could be drawn regarding a potential role of RAD51 expression as a predictor of response to treatment (18).

Elevated RAD51 protein levels in tumor cells are thought to result from up-regulation at the transcriptional level (15,16,26); however, the mechanisms responsible for this transcriptional up-regulation are not completely defined at present. Within non-malignant tissue, proliferating cells tend to express more RAD51 than do resting cells, and the timing of this expression peaks during the S/G2 segments of the cell cycle (27,28). Accordingly, one might expect to see relatively high RAD51 expression in rapidly growing tumors that contain a high portion of cells in S-phase. This idea is supported by an IHC analysis of human breast tumors which showed a direct correlation between the expression levels of RAD51 and the proliferation marker, Ki67 (14). However, a different study of chronic lymphocytic lymphoma (CLL) cells from seventeen patients showed no correlation between levels of RAD51 and PCNA proteins on Western blot analyses (12), indicating that RAD51 expression depends on factors other than growth rates alone. In our study, the RAD51-related results appeared to be, at least partially, independent of tumor proliferation rates. However, we cannot exclude the possibility of subtle proliferative differences that were beyond our limits of detection with PCNA staining.

Some investigators have suggested that RAD51 can be transcriptionally up-regulated as a result of oncogenic activation of c-Abl tyrosine kinase, which mediates its effect via a Stat5-dependent pathway. Chromosomal translocations that result in constitutively active fusion tyrosine kinase (FTK) proteins like Brc/Abl have been shown to elevate RAD51 expression via this mechanism (10,11). In one such study, RAD51 expression levels in human cell lines were modulated by introducing various FTK proteins. All of the FTK’s, except one, elevated RAD51 expression levels (5- to 8-fold) relative to the parental cell line. The RAD51 expression levels correlated with cellular resistance to cisplatin, and this resistance was partially reversed by blocking RAD51 expression with an anti-sense strategy (11). In another study, radiation-induced RAD51 expression was reduced in a human glioma cell line using STI571 (Gleevec), which is a relatively specific inhibitor of the Abl kinase (29).

It’s interesting that the trend between RAD51 levels and chemo-responsiveness appeared only when tumors staining strongly for p53 were censored. Alterations in the p53 gene are among the most commonly reported genetic events in head and neck cancer. RAD51 protein is also known to physically interact with wild-type p53 protein and, to a lesser extent, several of the p53 miss-sense mutants commonly seen in human cancers (30,31). There is evidence that p53 protein can directly modulate HR function in vivo (23,24). Therefore, abundant mutant p53 proteins observed in some tumors may have direct effects on RAD51 function. An alternative explanation is that p53 gene mutations simply generate severe independent phenotypes of their own, and that these outweigh the biological significance of RAD51 protein levels.

Based on these findings, it is tempting to speculate that HR could be targeted for inhibition in order to sensitize tumors to DNA damaging therapies. We previously reported that a synthetic peptide corresponding to RAD51C (a RAD51-related protein) sensitized Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells to cisplatin and inhibited the formation of sub-nuclear RAD51 foci in response to DNA damage (32). Other researchers have inhibited the expression of the RAD51 protein itself (8,29, 33-35) or blocked it's function by overexpressing a dominant negative BRC peptide fragment from BRCA2 (36). A targeted approach focusing on HR is particularly appealing, since several studies have suggested that HR inhibition preferentially sensitizes tumor cells relative to normal cells (29,34). Therefore, this strategy holds promise for improving the therapeutic ratios of existing oncology treatments.

A limitation of our study is the small number of patients analyzed, and our results will need to be confirmed with a larger patient sample. Nonetheless, our data suggest that high levels of RAD51 expression predict poor long-term control rates and may predict tumor resistance to platinum-based chemotherapy.
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